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Abstract

The article deals with the study of southern German dialects and their genetic connections with modern German. The article focuses on the analysis of linguistic features of southern German dialects: phonetic, lexical, grammatical and their comparison with Standardsprache. By the example of the development of southern German dialects and their interaction with Standardsprache, it is concluded that the German language, based on the laws of linguosynergy, is a complex open information system that is constantly evolving while saving data on its past states. The totality of knowledge of the past and present makes it possible to identify the prospects for the future development of the system. The results of the research give reasons to predict further changes in the modern German language at all its levels – phonetic, linguistic, grammatical – taking into account various dialectological features that are introduced into the German language system. The received knowledge is of particular importance for studying and teaching the history of the German language, introduction to German philology, dialectology, as well as practical course of the German language.
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Introduction

Language, language units, systems, cognition of a world through a language, the study of meaning at a certain level of language structure – all these linguistic categories and phenomena were considered at all stages of development of linguistics from different angles and in different aspects.

Depending on how these provisions and phenomena were characterized and explained from the standpoint of philosophy, linguistics and psychology, there have been developed corresponding methods and approaches to studying them.

Hence linguistics was first formed as part of philosophy, and later as an independent science, combined with sociology, psychology, logic, mathematics, it allows us to understand the basic methods of a language concept research.

Linguistic research methods were formed in the following historical sequence: pre-Socratic, pre-Aristotelian philosophy of language and Aristotelianism, the theory of knowledge and language theory of the 16-17 centuries, linguistic philosophy of the Enlightenment; development of linguistics of the 19th-20th centuries: Jung-grammatical School, Leningrad and Moscow...
Phonological Schools, Prague Linguistic Society, glossamatics of Danish structuralism descriptive linguistics. During this period there was an influence on the linguistic science of behaviourism, phenomenology and “gesture theory” (the era of psycholinguistics), generative psycholinguistics and formal language theory (Kushnerik, 2004, pp. 137-138).

Initially, the main methods were formed through direct observation of the phenomena of nature, the world, a language and their description with appropriate interpretations. For example, pre-Socratic, pre-Aristotelian philosophy, represented by Heraclitus, Democritus, Croton, Plato, Socrates, considered language and linguistic processes in a philosophical aspect. Democritus wrote about “images” that are separated from objects and deeply immersed in the “pores” of the body. Therefore, between language and the world, there is a level of “abstract reflections of the real world that transports information” (Kondrashov, 1979, p. 13). “Mechanical theory of reflections” entered the theory of cognition through the language of the environment. The Aristotelian ontology for the philosophy of language appears in the direct connection of the objects of the environment, their knowledge and language. The language coordinates the process of perception and cognition of reality (Kondrashov, 1979, p. 17).

Language theory of 16-17 centuries was built on a sign system, at the centre of which was the magical power of the sign, the theory of “sign mysticism” (Kondrashov, 1979, p. 21).

According to Kondrashov (1979), Leibniz’s language theory combines language signs, thinking, and sensory perception. Thus “meanings of words are not arbitrary and defined (p. 15). Enlightenment is presented in language philosophy and the theory of knowledge by French philos-}


He pointed out the correlation of language with society, geographical and social factors (Kondilyak, 1980, pp. 259-267), emphasized its relative nature and the need to develop a “universal language of science” (Kondilyak, 1980, p. 100).

J. Herder (1981) characterized language as “the main element in the transition from pure perception to reflection, to thinking” (p. 28).

W. Humboldt (1974) emphasized the role of the individual in the language process: “…the language is completely defined solely by the individual” (p. 78).

At the same time, W. Humboldt (1974) considered two main categories of speech activity: “spatial relationship” and “personal relationship I – you” (p. 275).

Thus, linguistic philosophy interprets its basic concepts, applying different research methods: descriptive, historical and historical-compara-}

rative.

The German language, like any other language, has a philosophical basis, so its units (language and speech) should be studied in the context of the historical development of philosophical thought, which enhances their deep essence and, accordingly, phonetic, grammatical, lexical-semantic and etymological specifics.

Learning the German language, its history and the current state is impossible without knowledge in the field of German dialectology. Although modern German (Standarddeutsch) is the main means of communicating information in
the media, literature, education, business and other fields, it is known that most Germans are bilingual, they are fluent in both the dialect of their region and Standarddeutsch according to scientists as H. Klausmann, N. K. Leonhardt, L. Zehetner. (Klausmann, 2014, pp. 1-3; Leonhardt, 2014, pp. 124-125; Zehetner, 2015, pp. 14-18).

German dialects appeared historically due to the existing subculture of the German-speaking population, who settled in central Europe and England (Anglo-Saxons) during the Great Migration of Peoples (Völkerwanderung) from about IV to VII centuries AD. The main tribes settling from the north to south were: Friezes (Friesen), Saxons (Sachsen), Franks (Franken), Thuringians (Thüringer), Alemanni (Alemanen) and Bavarians (Bayern). Each of these tribes developed their own dialect, as well as sub-dialects which were touched upon by scientists V. Zhirmunsky, V. Lewizkij, L. Golubenko, I. Kulyna, T. Kozak, I. Berezina, P. Ernst, G. Hübner, H. Schmid, A. Stedje, G. Wolff (Zhirmunsky, 1965, p. 19; Lewizkij, 2008, p. 9; Golubenko, Kulyna, & Kozak, 2019, p. 7; Golubenko, Kulyna, & Berezina, 2017, p. 11; Ernst, 2006, pp. 76-77; Hübner, 2015, pp. 16-17; Schmid, 2009, pp. 92-95; Stedje, 2007, pp. 81-81; Wolff, 2009, p. 14, 58-59).

Eventually, historical events caused some changes in the political borders of tribal residence. So, for example, in the areas where Swabians and Alemanni previously lived, Alsace, Baden, Württemberg, western Bavaria, western Austria, Liechtenstein, part of Switzerland, northern Italy are now located. The principality of Schwaben was once formed from these lands. Even though many centuries have passed since the appearance of the Alemannic dialect, the population of these areas can still communicate in it. This suggests that political and ethnolin-
the residents of Germany are speakers of two, and sometimes three and four German dialects (Sellner, 2018).

The dialects are especially stable in the areas located away from large centres. For example, when analyzing the use of the verb haben in Stuttgart and its vicinity, which, based on the language atlas, it is traditionally located in the Han space (old German Han – modern German Haben), it was found that most of the residents of this region say Ich han instead of Ich habe. A similar phenomenon is common today for the whole of Germany, according to Klausmann, who calls it a regiolect (Klausmann, 2014).

Recently, dialects are gaining more and more prestige, as reported by Nina Kim Leonhardt (Leonhardt, 2015). The trend of popularizing dialects is especially evident in advertising (Das Ländle sucht Schnäpfe jetzt am MAILändle; Wöschd Karle, du sollschd amol a Seitenbacher Müsli esse). This suggests that the dialects occupy a fairly strong position, are easily combined with Standardsprache, and take a form of anti-movement to globalization (Gegenbewegung zur Globalisierung).

There is an opinion that in the north they speak the real Hochdeutsch / Standarddeutsch, but this is not proved. Radio presenters, greeting the audience, say [taːx] and not [taːk] in the word Tag, considering such a greeting Hochdeutsch. In fact, this is nothing more than a North German dialect.

In schools, communicating in dialects has long been a sign of poor education. Fortunately, this time has passed. In Swabian-Alemannic territory, it is common to pronounce the rear-lingual consonant [x], as in ach, instead of the front-lingual consonant [ç], as in ich. If the speakers are corrected, then they consider such cases discriminatory.

Modern youth eagerly sends SMS or per Whatsup using dialects. This is “cool,” considered a unique phenomenon, and it proves the vitality of the dialect. Many German celebrities also speak a dialect nowadays like the trainer of SK Freiburg Christian Steich (Christian Steich, SK Freiburg), the bundestrainer Yogi Löw (Jogi Löw) and others.

When asked whether there is a need to enable the continuing existence of dialects, H. Klausmann, N. K. Leonhardt, L. Zehetner answer: absolutely yes. It is wonderful that there are scientists who are dealing with this issue. This is important for the entire population of Germany and especially for young people, they say. Otherwise, they will think that speaking Nordeutsch is correct, but Swabians (Schwaben), Alemanni (Alemannen), Bavarians (Bayern) and others speak incorrectly. It would be interesting to know what will happen to the dialects in the year 2118. For example, in Switzerland 100 years ago, there was much doubt whether Schweizerdeutsch would be spoken in the future. Today we see that it exists. Therefore, it is very difficult and impossible to predict how the language will develop (Klausmann, 2014; Leonhardt, 2014; Zehetner, 2016).

All things considered, the topic related to the development and existence of German dialects remains relevant today, because, despite the dominance of Standarddeutsch in modern Germany, local dialects are also quite common.

Therefore, the object of the investigation is the dialectical features of southern German dialects.

The subject of the study includes linguistics characteristics of southern German dialects and their connection with the modern German language.

The purpose of this research is to analyze
linguistic features of southern German dialects (Bavarian and Swabian-Alemannic) and to identify their genetic connections with the modern German language – Standarddeutsch.

In order to achieve the purpose of the study, the following tasks have been resolved:

- to learn about texts written in southern German dialects;
- to study language characteristics which are typical for Southern German dialects (phonetic, lexical, grammatical);
- on the basis of texts and atlases (maps) to determine the linguistic characteristics that are typical for the Bavarian and Swabian-Alemannian dialects and compare them with modern German language;
- to identify changes in the modern language at all its levels, taking into account the various dialectological features that are being introduced into the German language system.

The research material was texts (fiction and newspaper) in the indicated dialects and identical to Standarddeutsch, dialect maps (atlases) of the German language, ancient and modern dictionaries (Denz, et al., 2002; Goscinny & Uderzo, 1997a; Goscinny & Uderzo, 1997b; Klausmann, 1997; Klausmann, Kunze, & Schrambeck, 1993; Klausmann, 2017; König, 2011; König, 2014; König & Renn, 2007; Zehetner, 2018).

Descriptive and comparative-historical methods have been used in the study.


The need to create dialect maps of various countries, including Germany, with a specific dialect range eventually emerged. Today, the most complete are the dialect maps (atlases) of Germany, which are compiled by V. König (2011), where various isoglosses (phonetic, morphological, lexical) are quite clearly reflected (pp. 146-166).

Research

It has been discovered that South German dialects (Bavarian and Swabian-Alemannic) have certain signs of a phonetic system. Among them, three historical phenomena that participated in the formation of the system of internal inflection of these dialects, and subsequently in the formation of the standardised German language:

1) Ablaut – an alternation of vowels, Indo-European in origin, which received independent development in the Germanic languages, especially in the verb system (geschrieben – geschrieben);
2) refraction (Vokalharmonie oder Brechung) – assimilative alternation of vowels e -> i, u -> o (keman – kommen, i kim, du kimst, er kimt; berg – gßr, wurti – gwörtn);
3) umlaut (Umlaut) – palatalization of the back vowels (bräuch – brauche, ghört – gehört,
Along with this, it is noted that in the Bavarian and Swabian-Alemannic the appearance of the umlaut is prevented by the groups r + acc., L + acc., gforchtn (gefürchtet). In Swabian, there is also a grammatical umlaut of the diphthong oa – scoal – pl. number Säaler (Seil – Setle), Goast – Göaster (Geist – Geister).

Moreover, in the Alemannic and Bavarian there is no umlaut of short u
- in front of the old heminant kk / gg, kx, which later turned into ck, for example: Muk (Mücke), Bruk, Bruggen (Brücke), tsruck (zurück);
- in front of the lingual: Khuche (Küche), Luge (Lüge);
- before the labial: slupfe (schlüpfen);
- before some other consonants: nuts (nütte), murlp (müre).

It also turned out that the umlaut is less developed before suffixes, especially in nouns with -er ending, for example, Kromer (Krämer), Burger (Bürger).

In the indicated dialects, processes such as diphthongization (Bleam – Blumen, Woid – Wald) and monophthongization (Bam – Baum, was – weiß) are also recorded.

Unlike Standarddeutsch, which has three diphthongs: [ae] – ei, ai, ay, ey, [ao] – au, [ɔø] – eu, au, a large number of diphthongs were found in Bavarian: ei (Friend – Freund), ua (guat – gat), oa (kloan – klein), ia (liaba – lieber), oi (Woid – Wald), ai (frat – frei), äü (bräuch – brauche), ea (Bleam – Blumen), äi (däim – deinem), ui (Buid – Bild).

In Swabian, the following diphthongs can be met: ai (Schnai – Schnee), au (grauß – groß), ui (fiur – Feuer), oa (Goast – Geist, ia (miad – müde). The most common is a diphthong au, formed in ancient times from a long vowel (tot – daut, ohne – aune). A wide diphthong is also noticed to be replaced by a double narrow vowel (Haus – Huus, Maus – Muus, Zeit – Ziit).

It is assumed that the indicated number and variety of diphthongs, especially in Bavarian, is connected, firstly, with their Indo-European past, where there were more than 40 Indo-European dialects, and, secondly, is the result of mixing dialects due to communication between representatives of neighbouring dialects of the same language.

In linguistics, such phenomena as “mixing and alignment” (Sprachmischung und Ausgleich) are considered to be the basic laws of development both in ancient times and at present.

Southern dialects are known to differ from the northern ones in the movement of consonants along the so-called Benrather Linie or along with the II Movement of consonants (II. Lautverschiebung), when they preserved the voicelessness of the consonant.

As a result of the materials studied, we noticed the transition p -> pf, k -> kx, which actively captured the Bavarian and Alemannic dialects, for example: Pfand (Pfund), Pferd (Pferd), Khind (Kind), trukxe (trocken); and b -> p, g -> k / h, e.g. peran (beren, gebären), kepan (geben), Kast (Gast), vergnüchn (vergnügen).

Along with this, there were cases of mixing, for example, d instead of t: machdd (macht), blaibd (bleibt); and t instead of d: tumm (dumm), wert (werde). This is probably the result of a mixture of voiced and voiceless b, d, g / p, t, k, which dominated for many centuries in High German dialects, which led to the difference in spelling and pronunciation in modern German - Standarddeutsch: Tag [ tag], blieb [bleib], Grad [gad].

Further study of consonants also revealed that they can be in a weak or strong position. If the position is weak, then the voiced vocal con-
sonant b drops out, for example: gist (gibst), git (gibt), han (haben); the weak closure g goes at the end of the word to k, e.g.: slak (schlag), Gik (Geige), or vocalized: saue (sagen). L very often appears in the root of the word, turning into i, for example: Geid (Geld), Goid (Gold), Holz (Holz).

A strong position is associated with the West German consonant lengthening (Konsonantenlänge), which in ancient times led to geminization and increased the number of heminants in German dialects, which could not but affect the current state of Standarddeutsch language: Wozzer (Wasser), Pföffer (Pfeffer), Flosse (Flasche), Summer (Sommer).

Bavarian and Alemannic are characterized by reducing the final -e, for example: laud (Leute), sif (Schnitt), wox (Woche), and at the end of verbs, adjectives and nouns with diminutive suffixes, -n disappears, for example: At the end of Bavarian words after vowels nasal disappears, for example: wule (wollen), seide (seiden), jegale (Vöglein). At the end of the Bavarian words after the vowels, the nasal ones disappear, for example: sche (schön), gloa (klein), Mo (Mann).

Ancient suffixes such as -ing / -eng in Swabian are not exposed to reduction, for example Pfeneng (Pfennig), Frieleng (Frühling). And the adjective suffixes -isch, -ig, -lich are more accentuated, therefore in Bavarian and Swabian they undergo reduction, for example: truri (traurig), herli (herlich), freile (freilig). As for unstressed prefixes, they are also reduced in southern dialects, for example: vrtale (verteilen). This process began at the end of the Old High German period (end of VIII - beginning of IX century) and continues up to this day. It stands out the most in the Bavarian dialect. Widely used prefix ge- is reduced before nasals and fricatives and turns into g-, for example: gmade (gemacht), gfriet (gefreut), gforczn (gefürchtet), Gsicht (Gesicht), gsund (gesund), and before stops and affricates it disappears completely, for example: braxt (gebracht), degd (gedeckt), khullfa (geholfen), khora (gehören), kochd (gekocht), blim (geblieben), zeichnt (gezeichnet).

As it can be seen from the examples above, suffixes -n, -e are reduced. In the Bavarian dialect, consonant r is vocalized in the same way as in modern German, however in Standarddeutsch it is reflected only in a phonetic norm, not in a written one, unlike Bavarian, where there is a transition to a, for example: Foda (Vater), Muada (Mutter), Bruada (Bruder). Consonant 1 is vocalized both after back vowels, for example: Soidad (Soldat), en soi (er soll), koid (kalt), and front vowels, for example: schnee (schnell), Miuich (Milch). Moreover, in Bavarian unlike Standarddeutsch, the nouns with -e ending could not be seen, for example: strass (Strasse), Nosn (Nase), Subbn (Suppe).

Reduction as a whole is more characteristic of Bavarian than Swabian-Alemannic. This fact can be explained historically, as the Alemannic dialect, unlike the Bavarian one, did not experience complete reduction of vowels that has been characteristic of the German language since the second half of the 12th century. Consonant combinations sp and st in the southern dialects differ from modern German. So, in the Swabian-Alemannic they change in inlaut to -schp, -scht: Brust – Bruscht, hast – hascht, ist – ischt, Fest – Fescht, Respekt – Reschpekt.

There is a transition in Bavarian in some words sp – schb, st – schd, for example: spielen – schbuin, stehen – schden.

Considering the case system of the modern German language, it should be noted that it is the result of a long historical development, which had a great influence on the number of cases, their meaning and use. In the ancient times (Old
German, Middle German.), the genitive case Ge-
nitiniv was used very actively, although its mean-
ing and use was significantly different from the
modern one, for example: **diotisco lant (das
Land der Deutschen)**, **brotes leben (vom Brot le-
ben)**, **nioman thero friunto (niemand von den
Freunden)**, **thes wazzares giholto (Wasser ho-
len)**, **Vadars gelih (dem Vater gleichen)**, etc. This
tendency is also associated with a large number
of verbs previously controlled by the genitive,
for example: **gedanken, bedürfen, entbehren, ge-
nießen, vergessen**, etc., many of which were in
the XVIII-XIX centuries were no longer used in
Genitiv, but in Akkusativ: **dvn. wir vergezzen
irer schult, nvn. Wir vergessen ihre Schuld**. And
some verbs controlled by Genitiv received pre-
positions, for example **harren (auf Akk.)**.

This situation was reflected in the develop-
ment of the case system of German dialects,
most of which today have three rather than four
cases, unlike Standarddeutsch. This also applies
to the Bavarian and Swabian-Alemannic, where
Genitiv is completely displaced and replaced by
Dativ, for example: **Bav. mein Voda is Heisl,**
**swab. mein Vater sei Haus, Standarddeutsch
das Haus meines Vaters / das Haus von meinem
Vater.** Based on the last example, in a modern
language, there can be two corresponding con-
structions. However, there is an opinion of some
linguists that Genitiv in modern German is
doomed to fail (Lewkowskaya, 2016).

While considering some syntactic structures
that were found in the texts studied, the follow-
ing information was revealed. Infinitive patterns
with a particle zu, available in the German liter-
ary language, are replaced in the Bavarian dialect
with various kinds of complex sentences, for ex-
ample:

**Ger. Aber um den Tank zuzubereiten,**
**braucht man immer noch einen Topf.**

**Bav. Aber damit wos zum Trinka draus
werd, braucht ja doch wieda an Tieggl.**
**Ger. wieder nach Hause zu kommen.**
**Bav. dass i wieder hoam kimm.**
**Ger. deshalb hab’ ich’s eilig, unser Dorf
wiederzusehen.**

**Bav. deswegen pressiert’s ma jetzt, dass i
unsa Kloahausn wieder siehg.**
**Ger. Es ist gut, dich zu begleiten.**
**Bav. Des is guat, dass mir mitkemma san.**

In Swabian-Alemannic, in relative clauses,
the interrogative adverb wo is used instead of the
relative pronoun that Standarddeutsch has, for
example:

**Swab. Der Spieler, wo am Ball isch.**
**Ger. Der Spieler, der am Ball ist.**
**Swab. Die Frau, wo die lange Hoar hodd.**
**Ger. Die Frau, die lange Haare hat.**

**Swab. Der Mo, wo beim Daimler schaffd.**
**Ger. Der Mann, der bei Mercedes arbeitet.**

Personal names that appear in Swabian texts
are often used with articles, for example, **dr Paul,**
**d ’Rigge (Erika).** A number of Swabian nouns
have a different gender than Standarddeutsch, for
example, **dr Buddr (die Butter), dr Schogglad (die
Schokolade), dr Zwibl (die Zwiebel), dr Sofa (das
Sofa), dr Genus (das Genus),** which is evi-
dence of later development in the Swabian fe-
male and middle gender compared with the
male. Personal names in the Bavarian language
are very often used in a diminutive form, for ex-
ample, **Ade (Adolf), Anderl (Andreas), Katl (Kat-
rin), Annl (Anna).**

The analysis of sentences from the Bavarian
and Swabian-Alemannic texts, containing vari-
ous types of negations, showed the following.
The rule that appeared in the New High German
period in the XVI century regarding negatives
and prohibiting their double use in the literary
language did not affect the southern dialects,
both ancient and modern. For this reason, a structure with several negatives is common for Bavarian and Swabian, e.g.: Des hätt i ma nia net denkt (Das hätte ich nie gedacht); Jetzt brauch ma uns nimma net maskieren (Jetzt brauchen wir uns nicht mehr zu verkleiden); Da gibt’s koana frendlich Menschen nimma (Da gibt es keine freundlichen Menschen mehr).

The verb system in southern dialects is also different from Standarddeutsch. So, for example, in Bavarian there is only one synthetic time, Präsens. The future (Futurum) and the past (Perfect) are formed analytically. Among the moods are Indikativ (du machst), Imperativ (mach!) and Konjunktiv, formed synthetically, without auxiliary verbs (du machst). As for the simple past tense, Imperfekt, it exists only in two verbs sei (war) and woint / woit (werden), but mainly for the past tense, Perfekt is used, which, as in Standarddeutsch, is formed using the auxiliary verbs *ham* (haben) or *sei* (sein) and Partizip II of the main verb, where weak verbs most often have the prefix ge- and suffix -t (*maha* – *macht* / *machen* – *gemacht*), and strong ones have the prefix ge- and suffix -en (*stessn* – *gestesst* / *stoßen* – *gestoßen*). As in standard German, there is Partizip I, which often appears in the form of a subordinate clause, for example, *de Kinder, de was / wo laffà* (*die laufenden Kinder)*.

The lexical stock of the southern German dialects, as our study has shown, has its own characteristics and does not always coincide with Standarddeutsch. Several words of the normalized German language are used in territorial dialects. However, dialects also have their vocabulary, which is most common in everyday life.

Speaking about the Bavarian dialect, it should be noted that it is very rich in its synonyms, that is, it has a wide type of paradigmatic relations of language units based on a conceptual community, for example: *Sofà – Diwan – Bettistoff, Mund – Mei – Goschn – Goschal – Babbn – Letschn – Fotzn, Kartoffel – Erdapfel – Grundbirne, Aprikose – Marile, Tomate – Paradeiser Paradiesapfelfl, Brötchen – Semmel, Bamhackl – Buntspecht, plaudern – plauschen – babbeln – schwatzen*, etc.

In Swabian, a certain synonymous row has also been identified, for example: *Falter – Schmetterling, Kartoffel – Erdapfel – Grundbirne – Potate, Marmelade – Gsälz, Ehefrau – Weib, Erdbeere – Breschdeng, Eltern – Leit, Topf – Hafa, heimlich – hähng*.

There is also a difference in some definitions and the gender of nouns in comparison to Standarddeutsch, for example: *der Mensch – des Mensch, der Bursche – des Burschle*. Fuas means not only the foot, but the whole leg (*Bein*), Hand – the whole arm to the shoulder, bald corresponds to the German literary *früh, Gsälz*, as noted above – this is not salt, but Marmelade; *schmegga* means not only *schmecken*, but *riechen* and so on.

The German population, including young people, do not want to forget the regional roots; they willingly add dialect words and expressions to their speech. Especially common are forms of greeting and farewell, such as:

*Servis! – Hallo! – Grüß Dich!*

*Grieß God! / Griüß Gott! – Guten Tag!*

*Grüß Dich!*

*Ba-ba! – Auf Wiedersehen!*

*Guad Moang! – Guten Morgen!*

*Moizeid! – Guten Mittag!*

*Guan’ Amd! – Guten Abend!*

*Guad(e) Nacht! – Gute Nacht!*

The days of the week are eagerly used:

which are ancient copies of the corresponding ancient Greek names that came to the Old High German language from gothic times.

Our study also showed that dialect synonyms having adapted can enter the main stock of German literary language contributing to it and enriching it. Thus, for example, south German words *Samstag* (Sonnabend), *Falter* (Schmetterling), *Semmel* (Brötchen), *schwatzen/plaudern* (sprechen), *Metzger* (Fleischer), being dialecticisms add to modern German synonymic row. It is also known that in Prenzlauer Berg, a district of Berlin (Prenzlauer Berg – Berlin), street names began to be renamed in the Swabian manner *Gässle* (Wörther Gässe) instead of the literary Gasse. Moreover, in Berlin’s restaurants, they order *Spätzle* – Swabian egg noodles served with cheese or used as a side dish.

We believe that synonymy in general, and dialectical, in particular, is an option for optimizing the language and serves to meet the needs of people. Moreover, in studying the problem associated with dialectic synonymy, there are still many unresolved issues, which need further consideration.

**Conclusions**

As a result of the study, we came to the following conclusions.

At present, the status of the dialect is being reassessed, changing from a single form of communication into one of the possible options for speech, which is socially marked. Thanks to the interest of the German population, the support of the German government, government representatives of the education sector, who allocate additional funds to the study of various dialects in kindergartens and schools, by the efforts of linguistic scholars, German dialects occupy a fairly strong place today along with the normalized German language – Standarddeutsch.

Development of southern German dialects (Bavarian and Swabian-Alemannic) and their interaction with Standarddeutsch demonstrates that it can be argued that the German language, based on the laws of linguosynergetics, is a complex open information system that is constantly evolving while preserving information about its past states, and the combination of knowledge of the past and present makes it possible to forecast prospects for the development of the system in the future.

The research has proved that the German language, as well as any other language, is a synergetic system and has a certain range of states. As a part of the synergetic system, it is dynamic, nonlinear, non-equilibrium, adaptable, open and able to tune into different states if exposed to external influence.

German language development is a complex process, which varies in its numerous subsystems and is tightly connected with a number of fundamental notions gaining a new sense in synergetic – this is above all substance, space, time, information, evolution. Apart from this, it is impossible to discover the ways of language development without considering the extralinguistic impact on a language system. Continuous influence of the external environment (historical events, socio-political and cultural development and other) enables language system fluctuations on a wider scale, which can take the system to a new level, to a new attractor, such as active development of modern Southern German dialect, as in the example described above. The process led to the quantitative and qualitative changes of the language as the information system.

The modern state of the German language can be considered Global Deutsch as the newest
stage of its historical development. Merging into its new evolitional phase, Althochdeutsch – Mittelhochdeutsch – Neuhochdeutsch – Global Deutscht, German language represents globalization and anti-globalization tendencies, in accordance with laws of linguosynergetics, which was demonstrated by the example of modern Southern dialects and their interaction with modern German language – Standarddeutsch.

The results of the study give reason to predict further changes in modern German at all levels – phonetic, linguistic, grammatical – taking into account the various dialectological features that are embedded in the German language system.

The data obtained on the evolutionary development of the German language and its dialects are of particular importance for the learning and teaching the history of the German language, an introduction to German philology, dialectology, and also the practical course of the German language.
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